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The technologies for wireless communication, sensing,
and computation are each progressing at faster and faster
rates. Notably, they are also being combined for an
amazingly large multiplicative effect. It can be envisioned
that the world will eventually be covered by networks of
networks of smart sensors and actuators. This fact will
give rise to revolutionary applications. However, to make
this vision a reality, many research challenges must be
overcome. This paper describes a representative set of new
applications and identifies several key research challenges.
Keywords: Wireless, communications, sensors,
networks, knowledge creation, robustness, openness,
security, privacy.

I. Introduction
Wireless sensor and actuator networks (WSANs) constitute
an important and exciting new technology with great
potential for improving many current applications as well as
creating new revolutionary systems in areas such as globalscale environmental monitoring, precision agriculture, home
and assisted living medical care, smart buildings and cities,
industrial automation, and numerous military applications
(see Fig. 1). Typically, WSANs are composed of large
numbers of minimal capacity sensing, computing, and
communicating devices and various types of actuators (see
Fig. 2). These devices operate in complex and noisy real
world, real-time environments. Current and past research
have produced many excellent low level mechanisms and
protocols to collect, transport, and perform sensor fusion of
this raw data and react with control actions. However, many
challenges remain.
In this paper, a projection into the future is hypothesized
when WSANs will cover the world. Section II briefly relates
WSAN to other terms, such as ubiquitous computing and
wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Section III presents a vision
for several future applications. Section IV articulates some of
the key challenges to achieve such applications. Section V
describes related work. Section VI summarizes the main ideas
and mentions additional research topics.

II. Terminology
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Terminology is very important, but it can also be confusing.
For example, embedded systems and real-time systems are
highly related fields, but not identical. These two areas are
represented by different research communities with different
emphasis: embedded systems emphasize form factor, cost and
other constraints, while real-time systems emphasize timing
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Fig. 2. Representative smart sensor nodes.

III. Future Applications
To illustrate the transformative nature of WSAN technology,
three future applications are briefly discussed: global scale
environmental monitoring and control, social participatory
computing, and continuous birth-to-death health care.

1. Global Scale Environmental Monitoring and Control

Fig. 1. Three important applications: volcano monitoring, bridge
monitoring, and assisted living.

properties. Nevertheless, most real-time systems are embedded
and vice versa.
Similarly, ubiquitous computing, pervasive computing,
WSNs, and WSANs are highly related, but not identical. They
have different communities of researchers. Ubiquitous and
pervasive computing emphasize computation, while WSNs
emphasize communications and sensing. In the future, these
fields will increasingly overlap, taking properties from each
other. This paper uses the term WSANs to refer to the future
view of the progression of WSNs from mostly passive sensing
to sensing, actuation, and increased computation.
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Today, many sensors exist around the world collecting
environmental data. In most cases, the systems focus on single
problems, such as the effect of tides on barrier islands off the
coast of Virginia or tornado watches in the central parts of the
United States. Most of these systems measure a limited number
of parameters at a large granularity (sensors separated by 100s
or 1,000s of meters). WSANs have the potential of dense and
flexible coverage and most importantly enabling correlation
across many WSANs. Such capabilities will result in new
understanding of environmental conditions. Dense coverage
might include sensors placed within centimeters or meters of
each other, enabling a precise understanding of certain
phenomena. This will permit applications such as microagriculture where local conditions can dictate control of
pesticide and fertilizer amounts. When unexpected
environmental events occur or when natural disasters destroy
the current infrastructure (earthquakes, cyclones), WSAN
technology can be rapidly deployed for almost immediate
collection of data. This can improve rescue efforts and increase
our understanding and control of disease outbreaks. When
WSANs cover the world, it will be possible to collect data in
real time and produce correlations among systems. Instead of
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studying the effect of pollution on a particular fish in one river
system, it will be possible to correlate that phenomenon with
populations of other fish, other river systems, weather
conditions, social activities, and many other data collections.
Some of these correlations may be discovered via data mining.
For another example, it will also be possible to track the spread
of human disease such as the flu and correlate that with
outbreaks of animal disease as well as weather conditions.
Global weather patterns based on air, land, and ocean
interactions will be better understood.

2. Social Participatory Computing
The ubiquity of WSAN technology will include devices
worn and carried by individuals as well as many emplaced
systems in all our surroundings. The access to real-time data
will transform how people work, socialize, and go about their
daily routines. Individuals will be able to track commuting
delays and minimize or avoid problems associated with these
delays. Municipalities will be able to control traffic patterns to
reduce congestion. People will also be able to link to groups
of individuals with similar interests and interact with them
from anywhere at anytime. This includes family groups,
work groups, medical groups, and social groups. Preferences
can be automatically incorporated into these activities.
Automatic notifications for special social events such as a
concert or sales on products currently of interest to an
individual will be routine. Overall, individuals will become
enmeshed with and rely on these WSANs for efficient and
happier lifestyles.

3. Continuous Birth-to-Death Health Care
One use of the widespread availability of WSANs will be for
medical care. It will be possible to create an “account” for each
person when they are born and via physiological, activity, and
environmental sensing keep a record of their health and
activities that relate to health. Using such information,
preliminary diagnosis can be achieved without a doctor’s visit.
This will also enable preventative care. As one ages or as one’s
health deteriorates, specific devices can be included in smart
clothes or within the home to ameliorate the condition and/or
treat it more effectively. In some cases, automatic medical
treatment might be administered. Any such automatic control
actions must be guaranteed to be “safe.” Holistic and long term
health information on individuals will enable dramatic
improvements in their care as well as overall understanding of
health problems and the effectiveness of treatment. It has been
shown that elderly individuals are happier and healthier when
participating in social activities. The fact that WSANs will
create social participatory computing will further improve
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health care.

IV. Challenges
Many challenging research problems must be addressed
before WSANs of the future are in widespread use. This paper
concentrates on a few critical ones, specifically the following:
from raw data to knowledge; robust system operation; as well
as openness, security, and privacy.

1. From Raw Data to Knowledge
In a world covered by WSANs, a vast amount of raw data
will be continuously collected. It will be necessary to develop
techniques that convert this raw data into usable knowledge.
For example, in the medical area, raw streams of sensor values
must be converted into semantically meaningful activities
performed by or about a person, such as eating, poor
respiration, or exhibiting signs of depression. The main
challenges for data interpretation and the formation of
knowledge include addressing noisy physical world data and
developing new inference techniques that do not suffer the
limitations of Bayesian or Dempster-Shafer schemes. These
limitations include the need to know a priori probabilities and
the cost of computations. Rule based systems may also be too
ad hoc for dealing with WSANs. Given that a very large
number of WSANs will exist, with each providing many realtime sensor streams, it will be common for a given stream of
data to be used in many different ways for many different
inference purposes. Enabling streams to act as primitives for
unexpected future inferences is an interesting research problem.
In addition, the overall system solution must deal with the fact
that no inference method is 100% correct. Consequently,
uncertainty in interpreted data can easily cause users not to trust
the system.
Trust is at the crux of next generation WSAN technology.
Security and privacy are essential elements of trust, and these
are discussed in their own sections. However, as a basis for
trust, it is also necessary to develop new in-field sensor
calibration techniques and reliable transport protocols [1], [2].
Without these basic underlying system-level capabilities,
further inference might be operating with wrong or too much
missing data, resulting in wrong conclusions. If these wrong
conclusions drive actuators, then serious safety problems can
occur. One approach is to ensure that all inferred information is
accompanied by a confidence level in the form of a probability
that the information is correct or incorrect [3] and to use that
information to guarantee safe actuator operation. In many
applications, informing users how information was derived is
necessary. Another main challenge is making good (control)
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decisions using the created knowledge. However, in making
decisions, it is necessary to minimize the number of false
negatives and false positives and guarantee safety; otherwise,
the system will be dismissed as unreliable.
Due to the expected pervasiveness of WSANs, many
individuals will often be in the sensing area of the same sensors.
It is necessary to perform correct data association ensuring that
the collected data and subsequent inferences are associated
with the correct individual or individuals. This is a very
challenging problem for many situations. When users are
wearing RFIDs or when cameras with pattern recognition are
used, the problem is solved. However, in many other situations,
it will be necessary to combine a set of current sensor readings
with a trace of the recent past readings and utilize a history of a
given user’s activities and personal characteristics to arrive at
an accurate data assignment. Very little work has been done on
this problem.

lifetime, the openness of the systems, and the realities of the
physical world. The goal is for this collection of solutions to
create a robust system [10] in spite of noisy, faulty, and nondeterministic underlying physical world realities.
Another problem barely addressed to date is that, in some
cases, run time assurances must be given to authorities, e.g., to
(re)certify that the system is operating as expected. Consider a
fire fighting WSAN deployed in a sky scraper office building
to detect fires, alert fire stations and aid in evacuation.
Periodically, it is necessary to demonstrate to certification
authorities that this system meets these requirements. WSANs
will need services that can support run time certification.

3. Openness

Traditionally, the majority of sensor-based systems have
been closed systems. For example, cars, airplanes, and ships
have had networked sensor systems that operate largely within
those vehicles. However, these systems and other WSAN
2. Robust System Operation
systems are expanding rapidly. Cars automatically transmit
Many applications in WSNs typically initialize themselves maintenance information, and airplanes send real-time jet
by self-organizing after deployment [4]. At the conclusion of engine information to manufacturers. WSANs will enable an
the self-organizing stage, it is common for the nodes of a WSN even greater cooperation and 2-way control on a wide scale:
to know their locations, have synchronized clocks, know their cars (and aircraft) talking to each other and controlling each
neighbors, and have a coherent set of parameter settings, such other to avoid collisions, humans exchanging data
as consistent sleep/wake-up schedules, appropriate power automatically when they meet and this possibly affecting their
levels for communication, and pair-wise security keys [5]. next actions, and physiological data uploaded to doctors in realHowever, over time, these conditions can deteriorate. The most time with real-time feedback from the doctor. WSAN
common (and simple) example of this deterioration problem is technology requires openness to achieve these benefits.
with clock synchronization. Over time, clock drift causes nodes However, supporting openness creates many new research
to have different enough times to result in application failures. problems. All of our current composition techniques, analysis
While it is widely recognized that clock synchronization must techniques and tools need to be re-thought and developed to
re-occur, this principle is much more general. For example, account for this openness. New unified communications
even in static WSANs, some nodes may be physically moved interfaces will be required to enable efficient information
unexpectedly. More and more nodes may become out of place exchange across diverse systems. Of course, openness also
over time. To make system-wide node locations coherent again, causes difficulty with security and privacy, the topics for the
node re-localization needs to occur (albeit at a much slower next two subsections. Consequently, openness must provide a
rate than for clock sync). This issue can be considered a form correct balance between access to functionality and security
of entropy where a WSAN will deteriorate (tend towards and privacy.
disorder) unless energy in the form of re-running protocols and
To better illustrate some of the complexities involved with
other self-healing mechanisms is applied. Note that control of openness, consider feedback control. Most sensor systems
actuators can also deteriorate due to their controlling software heavily utilize feedback control theory to provide robust
and protocols, but also due to physical wear and tear.
performance. The classical methodology includes creating a
These types of required coherence (entropy) services must model of the system and then deriving a controller using well
be combined with many other approaches to produce robust known techniques to meet stability, overshoot, settling time,
system operation. This includes formal methods to develop and accuracy requirements. A sensitivity analysis is also
reliable code, in-situ debugging techniques [6], on-line fault possible and strongly encouraged. However, openness and
tolerance [7], in-field-maintenance [8], and general health scale create many difficulties for this methodology. Openness
monitoring services [9]. These problems are exacerbated due to means that the model of the system is constantly changing.
the unattended operation of the system, the need for a long Human interaction is an integral aspect of openness, and this
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makes modeling extremely difficult. The scaling and
interactions across systems also dynamically change the
models and create a need for decentralized control. While some
work has been performed in areas such as stochastic, robust,
distributed, and adaptive control, these areas are not developed
well enough to support the degree of openness and dynamics
expected in WSAN. A new and richer set of techniques and
theory is required. It is especially important to understand how
large numbers of control loops might interact with each other.
To date, there have already been examples of WSANs in
which control loops have competed with each other, one loop
indicating an increase in a control variable and antoher loop
indicating a decrease in the same variable at the same time.
Such dependencies must be addressed in real-time and in an
adaptive manner to support the expected openness of WSAN.

nature of WSANs, detection, countermeasures, and repairs
must run in real-time as part of a runtime self-healing
architecture. Sometimes, healing requires re-programming
parts of the WSAN remotely, such as when an unanticipated
attack occurs. In these cases, healing instructions need to be
securely (with authentication and attestation) delivered to the
appropriate nodes, and then the node’s running programs need
to be amended by the runtime architecture. Regardless of
where the changes originate, the required changes may vary
across the WSAN and within the node. Only nodes in a certain
location (in the area being attacked) may need to activate a
certain self-healing protocol and only for a certain interval of
time (the duration of the attack). Solutions such as these do not
yet exist for WSAN. It is likely that significant hardware
support [15] will be necessary for providing encryption,
authentication, attestation, and tamper proof keys.

4. Security
A fundamental problem that must be solved in WSAN is
dealing with security attacks [11]-[13]. Security attacks are
problematic for WSANs because of the minimal capacity
devices being used in parts of the systems, the physical
accessibility to sensor and actuator devices, and the openness
of the systems including the fact that most devices will
communicate wirelessly. The security problem is further
exacerbated because transient and permanent random failures
are commonplace in WSANs, and failures are vulnerabilities
that can be exploited by attackers. However, the considerable
redundancy in WSANs creates great potential for designing
them to continue to provide their specified services even in the
face of failures. To meet realistic system requirements that
derive from long-lived and unattended operation, WSN must
be able to continue to operate satisfactorily in the presence of
security attacks and to recover effectively from them. The
system must also be able to adapt to new attacks that were
unanticipated when the system was first deployed. These
problems are beginning to be addressed by works such as [14].
In this work, WSAN technology operates with a base level of
support including strong detection capabilities. Once an attack
is detected, reaction to it occurs. This reaction is supported by
the self-healing features of the system. This strategy works
better than trying to build a completely secure system.
To heal from security attacks, a WSAN system needs to
detect the attack, diagnose the attack, and deploy
countermeasures and repairs; however, all of this must be
performed in a lightweight manner due to the types of low
capacity devices involved. Most of today’s mainframe security
solutions require heavyweight computations and large memory
requirements, so solutions for WSAN are major research
challenges. Ideally, for a quick response, given the real-time
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5. Privacy
The ubiquity and interactions of WSAN will provide many
conveniences and useful services for individuals but will also
create many opportunities to violate privacy [16]. To solve the
privacy problem created by single and interacting WSANs of
the future, the privacy policies for each (system) domain must
be specified. Once specified, WSAN systems must enforce
privacy. Consequently, a system must be able to express users’
requests for data access and the system’s policies such that the
requests can be evaluated against the policies in order to decide
if they should be granted or denied. A new language is required
to express privacy policies because WSANs have the
following requirements not easily expressed in current privacy
languages:
• Need to express the different types of context information
in the environment such as time, space, physiological
sensing, environmental sensing, and stream-based noisy
data. Most of the context information needs to be collected
and evaluated in real-time.
• Need to represent different types of data owners and
request subjects in the system as well as external users and
their rights when domains interact. Unlike other privacy
enforcing systems where the subjects and data owners are
human individuals or groups, a WSAN privacy language
might also support physical entities such as “room”,
“floor”, and other system entities as request issuers and
data owners.
• Need to represent high-level aggregating requests, such as
querying the average, maximum, or minimum reading of
specified sensing data. This capability must be supported
by anonymizing aggregation functions.
• Need to support not only adherence to privacy for queries
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of data (pulling data value from the system), but also
privacy on requests to set a system’s parameters (pushing
new values to the system), such as a private use of an
actuator.
• Need to allow dynamic changes to the policies and
perform a myriad of analyses some of which are context
dependent.
One of the more difficult privacy problems is that systems
may interact with other systems, each having their own privacy
policies. Consequently, inconsistencies may arise across
systems. Once again, on-line consistency checking and
notification and resolution schemes are required.
Because WSANs monitor and control a large variety of
physical parameters in different contexts, it is necessary to
permit a high degree of dynamics and possibly even temporary
privacy violations in order to meet functional, safety, or
performance requirements. For example, an individual wearing
an EKG might experience heart problems, and the real-time
reporting of this problem takes precedence over privacy. To
send an alarm quickly, it may be necessary to skip privacy
protections. If this occurs, at a minimum users need to be
notified whenever such a privacy violation has occurred.

V. Related Works
This paper focuses on future applications and research. For
readers interested in the individual open research questions
discussed, those particular sections contain references to related
works. This section presents several additional comprehensive
papers related to WSAN.
In [17], there is an excellent survey of the issues relating to
control and communications for WSAN. This includes
wireless communication issues. A key application domain for
WSAN is surveillance. An information based approach for
sensor management in evolving environments is found in [18].
Another survey and projection of future research needs for
WSAN is given in [19]. Finally, a new text, [20], presents a
nice overview of the technologies, analysis, and design issues
for WSAN.

VI. Conclusion
When WSANs cover the world, a new revolution similar to
the Industrial and Internet revolutions will occur. Applications
such as those discussed in this paper and many others not even
conceived of today will appear. New jobs, industries, and
economic models will emerge. Daily life will be changed in
profound ways. Unanticipated legislation will also affect the
progress and direction of the impact of this technology.
Optimistically, new research results will enable openness,
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robustness, security, and privacy to co-exist—not an easy task!
Knowledge will be produced by a vast collection of real-time
sensors and inference software. This knowledge will occur at
an ever increasing rate and with proper focusing and filtering
will enable beneficial consequences for individuals,
corporations, and governments.
Note that, in this short paper, only a few very important
research areas were discussed. Many other important topics
targeting WSAN must also be addressed including the
following: heterogeneity, standards, programming abstractions
and languages, real-time stream databases, middleware,
operating systems, scaling, composition theory and analysis,
formal methods, the wireless spectrum, wireless realities
including interference, real-time, system safety, design, analysis
and debugging tools, energy scavenging and power control,
mobility, time synchronization, location services, decentralized
algorithms, swarm computing, and signal processing.
Simultaneously addressing several of these issues in the
context of WSAN will produce many interesting research
problems.
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